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INTRODUCTION
EXTINCTION!!
We’ve all heard this word used to describe what happened to the Dinosaurs – they became
extinct – they disappeared, never to be seen again!
There are lots of theories about why the dinosaurs became extinct. The most likely one is that a
huge meteorite struck the Earth with such force that it changed the weather and climate on
planet Earth. These changes were what caused the extinction of the dinosaurs and since then,
many other species of animals have become extinct.
REMEMBER, it’s not just animals that have become extinct, some plants and trees have too.
Plants have adapted in some amazing ways to ensure their spread and survival. Some can spread
their tiny seeds for hundreds of miles; some can float across the ocean. Others can climb and
some are highly poisonous, some produce tasty fruit and others can dissolve flesh! Plants and
trees do lots of very important jobs for the planet? Can you think of any of them?
Plants and trees are an important source of food for animals; some animals rely on just one type
of plant or tree for food, like the Giant Panda and Bamboo. All things in nature are closely
connected and removing one part can affect it all, a bit like a piano with some of the keys
missing, you can still play it, but it won’t be quite right. There is a species of tree called Aspen
that has NEARLY vanished from the countryside here in Scotland You can help to save the Aspen
by working with us here at Eadha. Aspen (Populus tremula) is one of the rarest and most
beautiful of Scotland’s native trees. Despite its rarity here, Aspen is the most common and
widespread broadleaved tree in the world, found in a wide belt across the Northern Hemisphere.
Aspen was the first tree to colonise the British Isles following the last Ice Age. It is the pioneer
tree and is therefore very tolerant of a wide range of conditions. It can grow on very thin and
poor soils and also can grow at high altitudes of up to 550m as well as on the coast. There are
thought to be only about 600 locations where aspen grows across the whole of Scotland and it is
often found only as solitary trees. Aspen is uncommon in Scotland because it rarely produces
seed. It is also very palatable for a wide range of animals and it also intolerant to shade.
Consequently due to the way the countryside is managed today there are few places where is can
thrive and has been forced to the margins on cliffs and remote river gullies.

Eadha (eadha.co.uk) is a conservation charity whose aim is to restore Aspen and all its associated
species back to the landscape. Eadha, pronounced “AY-a”, is the old Gaelic word for aspen. Eadha
Enterprises is an environmental charity based in Lochwinnoch. Eadha has been conserving native
aspen trees for many years, building up a national collection of from the length and breadth of
Scotland
Aspen is a very beautiful tree. It has vibrant autumn colours ranging from gold to scarlet. Its
leaves tremble in the breeze creating a soothing rustling or rattling sound. For this reason, Aspen
used to be known as “old wives tongues” in Scotland! Growing Aspen helps protect biodiversity aspen supports more plants and animals than any other tree, including many threatened species
such as the aspen hoverfly and aspen bristle moss. Aspen is also the favoured food of the
beaver, which has returned to Scotland. Aspen trees
Aspen trees greatly enhance the wildlife of an area. Without trees like Aspens, many hills are
lacking in wildlife.

The people at Eadha have collected root cuttings, from the few remaining Aspen trees in
Scotland. The plan is, to produce as many new trees from these cuttings as possible, and plant
them across the country, starting here in Renfrewshire at Clyde Muirshiel Regional Park. This is a
big job, so……We need your help!!
We would like to welcome you along to one of our sites at Lochwinnoch; there will be lots for you
to do. We need help to take root cuttings, potting up and planting out as well as lots of fun
activities linked to Aspens and woodlands.

WHY ASPEN?
Like all trees, Aspen are very cool; here are some facts for you:

 Its scientific name is Populus tremula – trembling or quaking aspen, because it’s leaves
tremble in the wind and sound like rain.
 Aspens spread by producing clones or copies of themselves. Aspen trees send roots
out under the ground called suckers. These root suckers can spread up to 40 metres
from their parent tree.
 A new trees can pop anywhere along the length of these roots and can live for up to
150 years. Each new tree then sends out its own root suckers and the colony gets
bigger and bigger.
 Aspen trees can survive forest fires. Even though the trees above ground are
destroyed, the root suckers are safe under the ground.
 One colony of Aspen in America is thought to be 80,000 years old!
 The bark of Aspen trees is especially good for supporting lichens, mosses and many
species of invertebrates and fungi, some of which are now endangered themselves.
 Aspen is used as a timber product in some parts of the world. Aspen is used for making
high quality paper, skis, clogs, the cladding inside saunas, and other buildings, oars for
boats and canoes too.
 Legend has it that Dracula was killed by an Aspen stake. They were also used for
making shields and arrows because it is light and strong. The word Aspen comes from
the Greek Aspis, meaning shield.
 Beavers love Aspen trees to eat and to build their lodges.
 Aspen trees are so useful to human beings that their numbers in some parts of the
world have dropped dramatically.

LINKS TO THE CURRICULUM
This pack and its related activities are all designed and delivered with a strong emphasis on
sustainability and conservation. Which in turn, feed into the four main capacities of the
Curriculum for Excellence, it also links well with Eco Schools and STEM. These links to the are
applicable at each stage of the CfE. In discussion with teachers and staff, activities will be
selected and/or adapted to suit the stage of the pupils attending.
All our field teachers are skilled and enthusiastic communicators, who are flexible and able to
adapt to the needs of different learners.
Here are some examples of specific curricular links:

Health and well-being










I make full use of and value the opportunities I am given to improve and manage my
learning and, in turn, I can help to encourage learning and confidence in others.
HWB 0-11a / HWB 1-11a / HWB 2-11a / HWB 3-11a / HWB 4-11a
Representing my class, school and/or wider community encourages my self-worth and
confidence and allows me to contribute to and participate in society.
HWB 0-12a / HWB 1-12a / HWB 2-12a / HWB 3-12a / HWB 4-12a
Through contributing my views, time and talents, I play a part in bringing about positive
change in my school and wider community.
HWB 0-13a / HWB 1-13a / HWB 2-13a / HWB 3-13a / HWB 4-13a
I value the opportunities I am given to make friends and be part of a group in a range of
situations.
HWB 0-14a / HWB 1-14a / HWB 2-14a / HWB 3-14a / HWB 4-14a
I am learning to assess and manage risk, to protect myself and others, and to reduce the
potential for harm when possible.
HWB 0-16a / HWB 1-16a / HWB 2-16a / HWB 3-16a / HWB 4-16a

Science






By investigating the lifecycles of plants and animals, I can recognise the different stages of
their development.
SCN 2-14a
I can talk about science stories to develop my understanding of science and the world
around me.
SCN 0-20a
I can distinguish between living and non- living things. I can sort living things into groups
and explain my decisions.
SCN 1-01a





Through carrying out practical activities and investigations, I can show how plants have
benefited society.
SCN 2-02b
I have helped to grow plants and can name their basic parts. I can talk about how they
grow and what I need to do to look after them. SCN 0-03a

Literacy










Listening and watching for useful information, using this to make choices or learn new
things
LIT 0 -4a, LIT 1-04a, LIT 2-04a
I can show my understanding of what I listen to or watch by responding to literal,
inferential, evaluative and other types of questions, and by asking different kinds of
questions of my own.
LIT 2-07a
To help me develop an informed view, I am learning to recognise the difference between
fact and opinion.
LIT 1-08a
I can communicate clearly when engaging with others within and beyond my place of
learning, using selected resources as required.
LIT 1-10a
As I write for different purposes and readers, I can describe and share my experiences,
expressing what they made me think about and how they made me feel.
ENG 2-30a

Numeracy
Estimating and rounding
MNU 0-01a, 1-01a, 2-01a
Number and number processes
MNU 0-03a, 1-03a, 2-03a
Measurement
MNU 0-11a, 1-11b, 2-11c

Social Studies






I can describe and recreate the characteristics of my local environment by exploring the
features of the landscape
SOC 1-07a
I can discuss the environmental impact of human activity and suggest ways in which we
can live in a more environmentally-responsible way
SOC 2-08a
By exploring my local community, I have discovered the different roles people play and
how they can help
SOC 0-16a

BEFORE YOU VISIT….
Here are some ideas for things to discuss and some activities and games to contextualise and
deepen the children’s learning.

DISCUSSION






Can you think of any other living things that have become EXTINCT?
Why did they become extinct? Was it a natural or manmade reason?
Can you think of any living things that are in danger of becoming extinct?
Why do you think that might be? How do you think you will feel if these living things do
become extinct?
What can we do to stop plants and animals becoming extinct?

ACTIVITIES
Extinction Bingo
In class, Let’s play extinction bingo - EXTINGO! This game is based on all the animals and plants
that have become extinct from Clyde Muirshiel Regional Park.
You will need:




A print out of the animal grid;
Smart board; and
Pencils.

To Play:
Give each child a copy of the animal grid. On the Smartboard, have the names of the animals that
appear on the grid, the children have to match the names to the pictures. This can be adapted for
younger stages, instead of the names of the species; they can match which pictures they have
with a selection of some from the smartboard.
Next, on the smartboard display the slide with the extinction dates for the animals on the grid.
The children have to guess what date each species became extinct (this could be done in groups)
Again, for younger children, they could be asked to pick out some physical features, e.g. Can you
see a creature that flies? Can you spot a creature with no legs?
This activity should raise some interesting discussion points once the results are revealed.

EXTINGO
Adder – a snake with a Aspen – a tree, leaves
black zig zag
have turned yellow in
autumn

Beaver – mammal
that lives in water and
builds dams

Black Grouse – large
black bird with white
tail feathers

Bog Rosemary – small
plant with pink
flowers

Bog Myrtle – has
orangey pinky flowers

Brown Trout - fish

Common Crane – legs
trail behind this bird in
flight

Dunlin – small
moorland bird with
black patch
underneath

Eared Willow – tips of
plant have yellow
pollen

Golden Eagle – large
bird of prey with
golden head

Golden Plover – small
moorland bird
speckled with gold

Goshawk – this bird of
prey has caught a bird

Hen Harrier – a bird of
prey about to catch a
mouse or vole in the
heather

Juniper – a jaggy bush
with bluey black
berries

Lynx – a large wild cat
with black tips to ears

Merlin – the smallest
bird of prey with grey
wings

Mountain Hare – a
white hare in winter

Osprey – a large bird
of prey, white
underneath

Red Grouse – browny
golden bird

Red Squirrel – squirrel
with ear tufts

Ring Ousel - like a
Blackbird with a white
crescent

Sphagnum moss – a
wet looking plant,
grows in bogs

Stoat – like a weasel,
white in winter

Water Vole – a small
black furry mammal

White-tailed Eagle –
white tail, yellow
talons

Wild Boar - has tusks
and a cheeky face

Wolf – a large wild
dog
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What am I? Tree game
This is a little like charades and can be done in the class or outside. The children have to mime a
part of a tree and say 'What am I?' and the other children take a guess. Some suggested
movements for the different parts of the tree are:
roots: wiggle feet
trunk: stand very still with hands by your side
branches: arms straight out either side
twigs: move hands at the end of 'branches' with fingers together
leaves: wiggle fingers individually
bark: run hands up and down arms

Outside Activity
Let’s play the Oxygen Game. Hopefully, by this point in proceedings you will have discussed the
fact that trees produce oxygen. The game is designed to reinforce the idea of reforestation and
how important it is for us all.
You will need:



12 hula hoops/circles of rope on the ground
Space

How to play:
Place your hoops around the area, evenly spaced, each tree represents a tree or an area of
woodland. Get the children to stand in the hoops/circles and take some lovely deep breaths and
enjoy the fresh air. Next, tell the children to take a deep breath and hold it and start to move
around the area, avoiding the hoops. Then, select a hoop to remove, as you remove it, tell the
class about a scenario that could lead to the removal of that woodland e.g. a developer is going
to build some houses here, so these trees will have to go! Let the children move around a wee bit
more, then tell them to get back into a circle quick, so they can take breath. As the game
progresses, children will be unable to find a woodland and will have to sit out, it will also mean
they have to hold their breath for longer, this leads to all sorts of hilarity and huffing and puffing.
There are 12 more games at the end of this pack.

YOUR VISIT
Our sites, Aspen Acre, Acre Wood and Aspen Coppice are fantastic places with loads of plants,
minibeasts and birds. We have a large poly tunnel, and of course, Aspen trees. When you come
to visit, we will explore the sites in more detail and learn more about the plants and animals
living here.
In the poly tunnel, we will get to work, helping to grow the Aspen trees. Depending on what time
of year you come, we might be taking root cutting, potting up some baby trees, or planting out
some bigger ones. Whatever we do, your efforts will make things so much better for Aspen trees
and all the other plants and animals who depend on them.

Taking Aspen cuttings

Potting up Aspens

Planting out Aspens

There is plenty of space for us to play some environmental games, all equipment for your visit
will be provided and there are compost toilets.
The following pages contain a number of activities that the children will take part in during the
visit. Many of these can be adapted to suit Early, First and Second Levels and can also be adapted
to use in your own playground.

Aspen Anatomy
One of the activities we will take part in, is looking at the anatomy of an
Aspen tree.
Here are the parts of a tree; we will have an activity linking them to their uses.

I stop the tree falling down and take food and water from the soil
I hold the leaves in place
I protect the tree from hot and cold and rain
I am the main part of the tree and I hold the branches and the leaves up
I breathe for the tree and I use air, water and sunshine to make sugar for the tree

Leaves
Roots
Branches
Trunk
Bark

How old is a tree?

One of the most accurate ways to age a tree is to count the number of rings within the trunk.
Each year is one year of growth. It is even possible to see where the tree has grown a lot in one
year if there is a bigger gap between the rings.
Have a look at this drawing of a felled tree.
How old was it when it was felled?
Can you identify a year that grew well?

Minibeast Safari

This is an investigation of the invertebrate life at our Aspen sites. Pupils will collect and identify
minibeasts using specialized equipment and keys. We can then do some further investigation into
the various groups of minibeasts.

Minibeast Maths (arithmetic really!)
Worm, slug – no legs
Beetles, ants, ladybirds, bee, flies – 6 legs
Spiders – 8 legs
Centipedes – 30 legs (but depends on the species)
Millipedes – 100 legs (but depends on the species)
Woodlice – 14 legs

Add
1) 2 spiders + 1 slug + 3 ladybirds =

2) 1 centipede + 1 woodlouse + 2 beetles + 1 fly =

3) 1 worm + 3 ants + 2 millipedes – 1 spider =

Try this in the playground. Use our key to help you identify some of your minibeasts. Don’t worry
if you can’t, just count their legs.

How old are our Aspens?
Another of the activities we will take part in, is looking at the age of our Aspen trees. This can be
adapted for all age groups.
We could chop them down and count the rings in the trunk, but we don’t want to do that.

We will take a tape measure and first of all measure one metre up from the ground:

Then, at this 1 metre height, we will
measure round the trunk.
For every 25 cm round your tree, this is 10
years of growth.
So if your tree is 50 cm wide, it is 20 years
old. If it is 110 cm wide, it is 44 years old.

Or you can take a piece of string and tie knots in it every 25 cm. Each space between the
knots is 10 years of tree growth. Early level pupils could simply just try to find the oldest
tree (i.e. longest string).
You can try this in your own school, garden or woodland.it only works for deciduous
trees, not evergreen.

Height of an Aspen
This is a tricky one, only suitable for second level pupils. In pairs the pupils find a tree. One stands
right beside the trunk. The other walks backwards with a triangle of card, two sides equal. The
pupils shut one eye and hold the card at arms length. They walk backwards till they can see the
tree fitting into side B of the triangle. They then ask their partner to walk out from the tree till
they can see them at the tip of edge A of the triangle. They then measure out to where they are
standing, as B = A then this gives you the height of their tree.

Other trees at Aspen Acre
We will investigate aspen Acre to find out what other trees are growing here. To do this we will
use an identification key. For younger children we will use just pictures.

1.

Many leaflets on a stalk……………………………………..go to 2.
One leaf on each stalk……………………………………….go to 3.

2.

Nine or eleven leaflets on either side of a green stalk……..….ASH

Leaflets arranged in a hand shape ……………………………………..HORSE CHESTNUT

3.

Twigs and branches have thorns………………………….….. HAWTHORN
No thorns ……………………………………………………….. go to 4.

4.

Leaves feel quite rough to the touch ………………………………………………..……... ELM
Leaves feel quite smooth ………………………………….. go to 5.

5. Leaves have large pointed lobes …………...….………...…. SYCAMORE

Leaves have jaggy edges …………………………………………….……………………..... BIRCH

Aspens and wildlife through the Seasons
Sort these pictures into summer, autumn, winter, spring

Aspen buds opening into leaves

Aspen sleeping in bad weather

orange Aspen leaf

Hedgehog Hibernating

Chaffinch singing
Squirrel burying acorns

Caterpillars eating Aspen

Aspen bud

Green Aspen leaf

Aspen leaves falling off tree

What is the name given to trees that lose their leaves in autumn?
Find out which animals hibernate in Scotland during the winter.
Can you find out some woodland birds that may build their nests in Aspen trees in spring?

Autumn Aspens
A good autumn activity for younger children (Early and First Level) is looking to see how many
different autumn colours of Aspen leaves we can find. We can sort them into groups and put
them in order of size.

For older children (second level and above) we can look at the change from green to brown.
Green leaves are green because of the substance chlorophyll. But there are lots of colours within
the leaf, you just can’t see them because the green colour wins. However, when it gets cold in
autumn, the chlorophyll breaks down and we can then see the reds and oranges and yellows. We
can see if we can find the different chemicals that make up the leaf colours:

Chlorophyll
Xanthophyll
Carotenoid
Anthocyanin
Tanin

Which colours can you find in your own
playground?

Would the Gruffalo Live in our wee wood?
1. Is there a tree for me to climb to sleep in? It must be strong
enough, so measure it please; it must be
more than 40 years old.
2. Is there something delicious to eat?


Gruffalo crumble?



A juicy worm?



A crunchy slater?



Some berries or seeds or nuts on the trees?

3. A nice view? We Gruffalos like wild flowers to look at and smell.
4. Good company? At least three kinds of birds, lots of minibeasts.
5. Litter? Gruffalos hate litter, he could cut his paw on this.
6. Somewhere cosy for the fox to live or to find food?

7. Is there a wood pile that the snake would like, even if there is no snake here.
Who else would like a wood pile?
ZZZ
ZZ

8. Some bushes to hide in for an afternoon snooze.
Well, is it good enough for a Gruffalo?
If not, what could you do to make it better?

We will investigate the woodland to see if a Gruffalo could live
there. This will include a minibeast search and building a wood pile for creatures to live in.

How good is your wood for wildlife?
Does your wood have?
More than five kinds of trees? What kinds did you identify?
Does it have trees more than 50 years old?
Does it have young trees less than 10 years old?
Is there any dead wood?
Does it have more than five kinds of flowers?
Do the trees have any plants growing on them?

moss

lichen

algae

Is there somewhere for a bat to live?
Can birds nest here? Are there any birds?
Is there somewhere safe for a Hedgehog to hibernate?
Is there anything for birds or a squirrel to eat?
Is there anything for a Badger to eat?
Any signs of mammals e.g. chewed cones, prints, scrapings, holes underground?

Is your wood good for wildlife? Or could it be better?

fungi

Nature’s Braw
As well as learning about nature, we can introduce an element of the Scottish language.
 Birdwatching, observing wildlife from various locations, while learning some Scot’s names and
common names for birds
• Minibeast hunting to seek oot wee beasties such as slaters and forkie taileys
• Woodland explorations to look for lang and toatie and jaggy things – use sheets with Scottish
names
• Describe the weather – Scottish names for cold – cauld, freezin, chully, foonart, snell,
chitterin’.
Scottish names for hot – roastin’, sweltirt
Rain, wind and dull weather – poorin’, dreich, blowin’ a hoolie

Bird names

Minibeasts

Mammals

Robin – wee robin reed briest
Chaffinch – shelfie or tree linty
Long-tailed Tit - Fuffit
Buzzard - bizzirt
Goldfinch – gowdie
Woodpigeon - Cushie doo
Blue Tit - Blue bunnet
Great Spotted Woodpecker widpecker
Chaffinch – tree linty
Greenfinch – green linty
Blackbird – blackie
Song Thrush – mavis
Starling - stuckie
Coal Tit- coaly heid
Great Tit- big ox-ee
Crow – craw
Sparrowhawk –gleg hawk
Hoolet - owl

Earwig – forkie tailey
Woodlouse – slater
Snail – snailie
Any black beetle – rainy
beetle
Ground beetle – cloaker
Centipede or millipede –
jecky forty feet or jenny
hunner feet
Cranefly – daddy long legs
or jenny long legs
Spider- speeder or
meggie-spinnie
Froghopper –gowk spittle
Butterfly – butterie
Ant – pish minnie

Badger - brock

Also, see The Gruffalo in
Scots

Fox – tod
Mouse - moose

Plants
Daisy – gowan
Dandelion- pee the bed
Jaggy – a nettle

Natures Braw
Opposites

jaggy

saft

toaty

muckle

braw

gadsy

lang

shoart

sleekit

coorse

soakin

dry

Game ideas for Aspen Acre

Game 1.’In and out the Trembling Aspens’ (Early & First Level)
(Based on the traditional playground game ‘In and out the dusty bluebells’)
How to play:
Children form a circle with hands joined held up like the branches of the aspen tree, forming a
ring of trees. One child is picked to be the ‘master’ or you could replace the word master with
planter if preferred based on what they are doing.
The children all sing the song as the child who is ‘it’ weaves in and out under the upheld arms of
his/her classmates.
“In and out the trembling aspens, in and out the trembling aspens, in and out the trembling
aspens, who will be the master” (planter)
The child stops behind the classmate he reaches as the verse finishes and gently using both hands
taps his friend on the shoulders as the next verse is sung.
“Pitter pitter patter on my shoulder, pitter pitter patter on my shoulder, pitter pitter patter on my
shoulder, you will be the master” (planter)
The chosen ‘master’ now leads the weaving in and out as the song starts from the beginning. The
previous ‘master’ gently holding onto his friends waste like a conga.
This continues forming a longer line of children weaving in and out each time, as a new master is
picked. Once there are not enough children in the ‘ring of trees’ to weave in and out of, the
remaining ones join on to the conga and they run around a bit as a big line (which should break
up and hopefully start them laughing)
This could be used to remind the children of the aspen leaves trembling, it gets them pretending
to be trees and the conga line could be like the roots growing to spread the trees. Pitter patter is
like rain sound?? Good for early to mid-primary no real conservation aim except ending up in a
big fun conga, plus it’s sing songy.
See you tube link for video of kids playing and to hear the song
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fadMI0Zo8ro

Game 2.’Pollution Police’ (First & Second Level)
(Based on a game called ‘electric shoe’, where each kid in circle took off one of their shoes to be
the items)
How to play:
Send each child off to find something unique looking in the area; this could be a funny shaped
stick, a plant pot, a colourful leaf, a rock etc. so there are lots of items of different shapes and
sizes. These are placed in a pile or gathered next to each other inside a circle of children (sitting
or standing doesn’t matter, as long as they are all able to clearly see the items. Usually done
sitting, so if outside maybe use a tarp to sit on)
One child is picked to be the ‘pollution police’ and he/she is sent away from the circle a little to
face away and hide their eyes so they don’t see which item is picked. The Field Teacher then tip
toes into the middle of the circle and selects one item, either picking it up and putting it back
down quietly in the same place, or just pointing but making sure all the kids in the circle see their
selection.
This item is now ‘polluted’ and the idea is for the child who is ‘it’ to come back into the circle and
select items one by one, picking them up and putting them to one side, trying to collect as many
as he can before picking the ‘polluted’ one. When he touches the ‘polluted’ item all the children
make a loud noise like a police siren and that’s his turn over. He puts the items all back in the pile
and returns to the circle, choosing who goes next to be the police. The general idea of the game
is that the children stay quiet and keep their faces controlled so as not to give away which item is
the bad one polluting the woodland. The child who is ‘it’ can look around the circle as he chooses
items, trying to see if he can tell which item not to pick, going by his friends faces as he moves his
hand towards items (if they want they can try throw him off by making faces). The more items he
collects before he picks the polluted one the better, giving him a higher score.

This could be used as a way to introduce pollution in a woodland environment and the different
forms it can take. It could bring up a conversation about how pollution can be harmful to plants
and animals, even in as simple a form as teaching them to not drop rubbish when they are out
and about. Keep it in their pocket until they find a bin kind of thing. This game also lets them work
on their poker faces for later in life!

Game 3.Tree tag (First level)
(Variant of ‘freeze tag’)
How to play:
Depending on group size, pick one or two (or more if it’s running a bit slow) to be ‘it’. Rest of
children are running about the area (define boundaries beforehand if they are not clear). The
children that are free to run are the root suckers from an aspen tree. Once they are tagged they
have to stand still and become a newly grown tree with hands up in air. Once all the children are
frozen as trees, the last one tagged gets to be ‘it’ on the next round.
Another option:
The same as before but a bit harder maybe for older ones. The children that are free to run about
can ‘unfreeze’ the trees to run about and be roots again. This can be done by performing a
specific action, such as crawling through their legs, high fiving or simply taping them and saying,
“unfreeze!” You can base the action on the temperament of the group and the area they are
using.
This could be useful to get the kids thinking about how the roots can spread out and pop up as
new trees further away.

Game 4. Aspen whispers (First & Second Level)
(Like Chinese whispers)
How to play:
Based on Aspen folklore, where the sound of the leaves was thought to be like whispering gossips
telling tales. In a circle, pick a child to start a secret (nothing rude about their friends please) the
whisper will move in a clockwise direction until everyone has been whispered to by the person
next to them. The last to get the whisper says it out loud, and then we see if it has changed or if it
has stayed the same. Pick different children to start the secret and play a good few rounds. The
secret can be anything of course but it could be something they have done that day or something
new they have learned. Maybe something silly to get them all laughing?
A bit of a quieter game for a cool down between running around ones and more practical
activities. Or it could be used as a round up to the day, using things they have learned as the
‘secrets’. Could be useful for cementing their new knowledge. Gets them interested in Aspen
folklore too.

Game 5. Cheeky Chainsaw (First & Second Level)
(Based on the game ‘wink murder’)
How to play:
Children sit or stand in a circle so they can all see one another. They hide their eyes in their hands
(make sure there are no peekers). The field teacher walks around the outside of the circle and
making sure not to be seen, taps one child on the shoulder; this child is now ‘it’ as the cheeky
chainsaw. (More adults can be walking round the circle to confuse them, with only one picking the
chainsaw. This helps with cheaters)
The idea is that each child is a tree in the woodland but one of them is secretly the cheeky
chainsaw hoping to cut them all down. The chainsaw cuts down a tree by winking at it, as
sneakily as possible, so as not to be seen by the other children.
If winked at, a tree child must count to 5 in their head before pretending to fall over like a cut
down tree (if this is not suitable for the ground conditions, they can just say ‘timber’ and step
away from the circle).
The tree children in the meantime are looking around the circle trying to catch the winking of the
cheeky chainsaw that’s cutting them all down. If they suspect someone, they may put up their
hand and say ‘I accuse’ not naming any names yet. The game is paused and the child gets their
guess. They must point to the classmate they think is ‘it’ and ask ‘are you the cheeky chainsaw?’
If they are correct, the child says yes and the game starts again with a new chainsaw selected. If
they are wrong, they must fall down like a dead tree or leave the circle, as if it has been winked at
and cut down.
The aim is to try be as sneaky as possible and not get caught as the cheeky chainsaw. Maybe if
they are quick enough and sneaky enough, they will clear the whole group.
This a good game to introduce the concept of deforestation, or to start a chat about the uses of
aspens and why they would be cut down. Could be linked to the aging a tree activity, as it could
lead to a discussion about the rings inside a tree.

Game 6. Wooshoo (First & Second Level)
‘Wooshoo’ is the ancient art of mind control that comes from the magic of trees. Because our
field teachers spend a lot of time in the woodlands, we have become very strong in mind and are
able to influence the thoughts of others. We can play the simple game of Wooshoo to test the
strength of our minds.
How to play:
Stand in a circle so everyone can see each other, the field teacher included. Teachers and
accompanying adults can play too if they like. First of all, teach the children the 3 mystical moves
of wooshoo. Get them to practice saying the names and performing the actions until they are
familiar with all 3.
Move 1. Tree
Say the word tree; be quite sing- songy and over exaggerate it, while bringing your arms up
stretching like the branches of a tree and waving your fingers like leaves.
Move 2. Water
Again, say the word in an exaggerated way, while using one arm bent at the elbow to make wave
motions in front of your body like ripples on a river
Move 3. Bird box
Again, say the words in an exaggerated way and bring your hands out in front of you and make
the shape of a bird house or just a simple square shape.
Once they are familiar with these moves you can go onto play the game. Everyone stands still
with their hands by their sides and the field teacher acts like he is trying to see into their mind for
a wee second. On the count of 3, get them to put their hands together like in prayer and bow to
the right, then to the left, then to the middle, each time saying ‘wooshoo’. After the third bow
everyone should go straight into one of the 3 moves with no pausing, so they all do it together.
Those that make the same move as the field teacher have been influenced by their mind control
powers and are out, so step back out of the circle or sit down. Each round is the same until you
are left with only one standing. This player wins as the strongest minded, able to withstand the
power of wooshoo mind control.
Just a little bit of silly hippy dippy stuff, that’s good fun and makes them laugh. Plus it opens up an
opportunity to talk about the mythology, magic and folklore of trees.

Game 7. Race of the roots (Second Level)
(Based on ‘number basketball’)
For this game you will need some buckets or the big plant pots we use for hogitats to be targets,
plus bean bags or balls good for kids to throw (nothing too light to blow away or too bouncy to
bounce away). Use some sticks as markers for where to stand and throw.
How to play:
Split the kids into two teams of equal numbers (get an adult to go in if not equal). Each team
should sit cross legged or stand in a line, facing the back of the person in front of them. The lines
should be parallel so each player has an opponent in the other team sitting across from them.
Each player in the line is given a number and will go up against the child of the same number in
the opposing team e.g. In a group of 12 kids there will be two teams of 6, each numbered 1-6.
The lines should have a good bit of space in front of them to set up the bean bags and targets and
in between so they don’t bang into each other when getting up.
Place a bean bag in front of a marker, a good distance away from the first in line, so they have a
bit to run before reaching it. Place the bucket target far enough away from there so it is a
challenge to throw the bean bag into it from the marker point.
Tell the children they are each a group of planters growing aspens from root cuttings and we
want to see how many new trees they can grow in their team. Each time they get a bean bag in
the bucket, they have successfully planted a tree and score a point for their team. The first team
to reach 20 points for example wins. So it’s a race to see which team can grow that number of
trees the fastest.
Once set up, the field teacher shouts a number. It is best done in a random order so they are not
expecting it. When their number is called, that child from each team stands up and runs to the
marker, picks up the bean bag and tries to throw it from there into the bucket. If they succeed,
their team gets a point, if they do not, they don’t get a point. Each player collects the beanbag
they threw and puts in back at the marker, set up for the next player and sits back down in their
place. Continue calling the numbers, making sure each child has roughly equal turns, up until the
first team reaches the winning number, such as 20 points. That team wins and has managed to
grow the most trees first!
This is a good running about team game, where only 2 kids are up and about at the one time, so
it’s good for when the kids are a bit over excited, as it’s still very active but more controlled than
them all running around. They can chant for their team members, so it’s good for team building
and it gets them thinking about the process of planting a tree. It may sound a bit complicated at

first but once its set up it is a great game and the kids love it.You can use more teams for large
groups too, just use another bucket and bean bag for each additional team.

Game 8. Beaver River (Second Level)
(Based on the playground game ’British Bulldog’)
How to play:
Use big open space and determine 2 clear sides for kids to run from one bit to another, the space
they cross in the middle is the river bed and each side is a river bank. Pick one child to be the
‘Beaver’, this child stands in the middle of the river bed while the rest line up next to each other
at one river bank side. The runner kids are the flowing river running through the home of the
beaver, who is trying to build a dam.
When the beaver yells ‘Let the river flow’ the children run across the river bed and the beaver
tries to catch them. If the beaver tags or catches one of his classmates, they become part of the
beaver dam to help stop the river flow. There are now 2 waiting to catch the children as they
cross. When they are ready they shout ‘let the river flow’ and the children try to return to the
other bank without being caught. Each time there should be more and more children in the
middle, stopping the river flow. The last child left to be caught is the winner and becomes the
beaver to start over again the next round.
This game can be quite physical, so make sure the kids know to be gentle when catching each
other. If they are a group of mixed ages, be sure the older ones know to be careful with the
younger ones.
This game can introduce the subject of aspens being a favourite of the beaver. It can lead to
talking about the beaver reintroduction and maybe a discussion about keystone species.

Game 9. Root, root, tree (Early and First Level)
(Basically the same as duck, duck, goose just more tree-ish. The kids could even come up with
other words to use, based on what activity they have been doing in the aspen acre)
How to play:
Children sit in a circle (maybe use a big tarp for these sit down games if ground is wet or
unsuitable) and one child is ‘it’. The child walks around the outside of the circle gently tapping
each in the circle on the head or shoulder saying ‘root’ over and over until picking someone to
chase them by tapping them and saying ‘tree’ instead. This child then stands up and chases the

tapper around the circle. The tapper tries to run away and sit in the empty space before getting
caught. It is now the other child’s turn to go around tapping the circle. Play a few rounds to let
other children have a go.
This game is good for the younger ones, it is probably something they are familiar with and it will
help introduce new vocabulary to them. They can even come up with different words to use based
on what they have been learning about trees and other wildlife. It’s an active game but not too
chaotic for a younger group.

Game 10. Woodland Wizard (First & Second Level)
(Based on ‘Fisherman, Fisherman, can we cross your river’)
How to play:
A bit like the Beaver River game, where one child is ‘it’ in the middle and there are two sides to
run from in the area. The Woodland Wizard is in the middle and the other children chant ‘Oh
wonderful wizard, can we visit your woodland today?’
The wizard will answer with something like ‘only if you are wearing red’ or ‘only if you have a hat
on’ stuff like that. Those that do can cross to the other side no bother, those that don’t wait till
the wizard says ‘enter if you dare’ and then run across trying not to get caught by the wizard. If
the wizard catches someone, they become the wizard and we start all over again. Play a good few
rounds to give children a chance to be the wizard, trying to encourage them to think of different
things to say to let only certain children cross freely.
A simpler game than the beaver one but still quite active and children must be reminded to be
gentle when trying to catch their classmates. This might work better for younger ones than the
beaver game too. Again this could lead to a discussion about the magic of a woodland habitat
and the folklore of aspens and their mythical properties.

Game 11. In my woodland (First & Second Level)
(Like ‘in my suitcase’ memory game)
How to play:
This is a sit down game, which can be played on site in a circle or maybe as a classroom activity
after their visit?

Each child takes a turn to say ‘In my woodland there is….’ And says something beginning with a
letter of the alphabet. Then the next child repeats what’ been said before, plus adding something
with the next letter. Then the next child repeats all that and adds another with the next letter of
the alphabet and so on and so on.
Example:
Child 1= In my woodland there is an Aspen
Child 2= In my woodland the is an Aspen and an Badger
Child 3= In my woodland there is an Aspen, a Badger and a Conker
Child 4= In my woodland there is an Aspen, a Badger, a Conker and a Deer……. And so on

As it goes on it gets harder to remember each thing, plus some letters are trickier than others to
use. They can really say anything is in their woodland but try get them to think of things in a
woodland theme.
If a child cannot remember or gets it wrong they are out of the game.

Good for reinforcing new woodland vocabulary and exercises their memories. It’s a good link to
literacy as they are using the alphabet. I think this would be a good classroom game to try see
what words they can remember/think of based on the topic of a woodland.

Game 12.Sneaking suckers (Early and First Level)
(Based on playground game ‘Can you see me?’)
How to play:
One child is ‘it’ and stands at one end of the playing area, facing away from the other children
across at the other end (it would be good if they had a wall to face against but it’s not entirely
necessary as long as they stay where they are)
The other children are the sneaky creeping aspen root suckers, that need to move forward across
the area towards the one who is ‘it’ without being seen moving. The person who is it peaks
around over their shoulder trying to catch the movement of the suckers coming from one end of
the play area towards him. When they see him turn towards them, the sneaky suckers should

stand as still as a tree until he turns away again. If a child is caught moving they are pointed out
and must go back to the start and start creeping again.
The first child to successfully reach the wall or tap the peaker without being seen is the winner
and now becomes ‘it’.
A good game for using their bodies slowly and carefully and trying to be silent. It teaches them
patience and is a good active game but not one for running wild, so is a bit more controlled for
winding down or a break in between more physical games. Gets the kids thinking about root
suckers creeping along and popping up as new trees.

Developing Aspen Groves in School Grounds
Introduction
In ancient times, sacred groves were places of sanctuary and worship for the Druids. Like a
temple or chapel set within the natural world, they were places of spiritual refuge: places to calm
the mind, refresh the spirit, and give comfort in times of distress. Sacred groves are not unique
to the Druid tradition. They are recorded in the Classical world, and in the Middle East. And all
over Asia, in India, China, Thailand, Burma and many other parts of Indochina, for thousands of
years sacred groves have existed, and continue to exist. They act as sacrosanct areas, which are
at the same time temples, places for spiritual retreat, meditation and wildlife sanctuaries.

Outdoor Education
The value of outdoor education and in particular the connection with nature is increasingly being
recognised in Scotland. However, often schools do not have immediate access to woodland
resources nearby. However, there is much interest to improve school grounds as a learning
resource and an opportunity for outdoor lessons.
The traditional benefits of groves described above could equally be seen in an educational
context. The grove will provide an intimate and sheltered space where the feeling of enclosure
mimics the forest environment without the need to leave the school grounds. Nature deficit
syndrome is increasingly being recognised in this country and contact with nature should be
maximised where possible. The grove provides such benefits unlike more traditional outdoor
classroom structures.
Eadha has been working to protect native aspen trees a threatened species, and aspen naturally
forms small groves. It is a fast growing tree, which can easily be established on a range of sites.
Aspen is a beautiful tree and its characteristic quivering and rustling leaves in a breeze
contributes to the beauty of an aspen grove and its ability to impart energy even in a small grove.
Aspen also provides a very light shade so even with a sense of enclosure, this is not overbearing.
An aspen grove is therefore the ideal place in which to conduct outdoor learning.

Design
Concentric circles of trees will be planted. The inner circle will comprise of 30 trees spaced about
0.7m apart, with a 2m gap at one end for access. The overall shape would therefore be similar to
a horseshoe. This number of trees would allow for a child in a standard class size to sit beneath a
tree. Up to three rings of aspen would be planted followed by an outermost ring of juniper,
another threatened native species. The scrubby juniper would contribute to the enclosure and
shelter towards ground level, especially when the aspen mature. Being evergreen, they will also
provide colour and shelter during the winter months. The total area of the grove would be about
14,m x 14m so most school grounds could accommodate this assuming a relatively flat grassy
area of this size.

The grove will perform many functions over and above a natural outdoor classroom. The grove
will demonstrate woodland ecology in miniature. Wildflower bulbs will be planted such as
bluebells in the centre clearing, perhaps in a spiral design, and other ground flora planted
amongst the trees. Species could include edible plants such as wild strawberries which would act
as an educational demonstration. The grove will allow children close contact with nature and a
refuge.

Using these dimensions, the pupils can plan and draw their own Aspen Grove. (Suitable for Second
Level).
Trees planted
0.7m apart

Diameter 14m

Radius 7m

Plant 3 rings of Aspen
One ring of Juniper on
outside
2m gap

Wildflowers in the middle

Risk Assessment
This outlines some of the more common risks associated with children working outdoors, it is not
comprehensive. Schools must assess their own sites in accordance with their schools’ risk
assessment procedures and apply risk levels. All accidents and near misses should be reported to the
nominated officer.
Eadha staff will arrive on site early and clear up all visible litter or dog mess. Gloves will be worn and the
excreta disposed off in dog bin. Antibacterial hand wash will be applied afterwards.
Hazard

Action

Site Working
All risks listed below

Ensure the school is informed of your work plans and timings. Always carry a
mobile phone.

All risks listed below

Booking all agreed with school. Parental permission slips in place.

Weather
Exposure to cold and wet
conditions

Always check local weather forecast before visiting site. Always have
protective clothing for periods of wet, windy or cold conditions. Monitor own
temperature and comfort levels of children and accompanying adults and in
the event of becoming too cold or wet, stop and either shelter or return
inside school. Children and adults should be told to wear appropriate clothing
(waterproofs, wellies if they have them, clothes they don’t mind getting
dirty).

Terrain
Getting lost

Ensure children do not wander away out of the woodland. If lost tell them to
shout for help. Count all children mid visit and when leaving site to ensure
everyone is with you.

Falling down slippy slopes or
on boggy ground

Site is quite level, may be the odd trip risk. Ask the children not to run on
uneven ground.

Illness/injury
Slips, trips and falls

Wear appropriate footwear with non-slip soles. Pay particular attention
when walking on unstable ground or stony areas.

In among trees

Low branches, risk of eyes being poked or heads banged. Ask children to take
care, point out dangers.

Other illness/injury

Take sufficient medication for the trip for known medical complaints. Always

carry first aid kit whilst working.
Tiredness, dehydration and
hypoglycaemia (low blood
sugar)

Be aware of your own tiredness levels and do not continue to work if your
concentration is being significantly affected. Take breaks when needed. Carry
water and food with you and ensure you know the symptoms of tiredness,
dehydration and hypoglycaemia. Ensure children are not too tired.

Disease

If a disease is suspected, then it is important to inform your doctor that you
may have been exposed to diseases associated with outdoor activities.
Minimising the risk of such diseases requires straightforward actions. For
example:
• Immunisation against Tetanus and Poliomyelitis.
• Remove ticks from the skin as soon as possible: tuck trouser bottoms into
socks so that ticks cannot attach or climb up the leg, and make regular checks
of skin and hair.
• Hands should be thoroughly cleaned using soap after work . Avoid the
possibility of transferring germs from dirty hands to the mouth, nose and eyes
– for example, do not touch food, drinking vessels or cigarettes with dirty
hands.
• During work, cuts and abrasions should be kept covered by a waterproof
dressing.

Allergies and other known
diseases and problems

School to be aware of all medical problems of their pupils that may cause a
risk when working outside.

Tetanus

Tetanus may result from the infection of even minor wounds and scratches
with Clostridium tetani, a common micro-organism in soil. Children and
adults to wash hands thoroughly. Children to inform staff of any cuts.

Weil’s Disease

Weil’s disease. Carried by rats, so low possibility as not near pond or
watercourse.

Lyme Disease

Lyme disease, a bacterial disease transmitted by animal ticks associated with
rank vegetation. Unlikely, Lyme disease not currently a problem in
Renfrewshire.

Tick-borne encephalitis

Tick-borne Encephalitis, a viral disease carried by animal ticks. Unlikely.

Dog faeces diseases

Humans are capable of contracting hookworms, tapeworms, threadworms
and campylobacteriosis from dog faeces. Site is fenced so this shouldn’t be a
problem. Warn children not to put hands in mouth after working in the

outdoors and that they must wash their hands before eating any food.
Salmonellosis

Salmonellosis. If the bacteria are ingested, there is a risk of ‘food poisoning’.
Wash hands.

Plants & insects
Risk of stinging or poisoness
plants

Poisoness plants, children should be asked not to eat any plants or berries or
fungi. Children will be shown nettles and brambles if they are present and
warned not to touch in case of stings and scratches. Do not pick fungi.

Midges and other biting
insects

Do not apply insect repellent to children. School can mention this to parents
and repellent can be applied prior to visit.

Stinging and biting insects

Some children may be allergic to bee/wasp stings. If stung, keep close eye on
the child

Equipment
Equipment

Use of bug boxes, rope, and other small items. Children to be given
instruction and be supervised at all times. Agree all activities with
teachers.

Chemicals
Contamination from spraying of chemicals. No herbicides or pesticides are
sprayed on site.
Driving
On route to park

If walking to site from school or railway station, Eadha staff to accompany
class to park, wear high viz. Take great care crossing roads. Avoid busy roads,
plan safe route to park.

Driving on road

Take care to drive sensibly and observe all legal requirements and
restrictions. Take extra care in extreme weather, and only make journey if
absolutely necessary.

Animals
Human confrontation

Consider your personal safety when conducting work within the vicinity of
known or likely trouble spots. Avoid confrontation with workers or members
of the public. Consider the privacy of residents. If you have any concerns
about your personal safety, cease work immediately.

Dogs

Beware of biting, if dog approaches ask children not to touch it. Look for the
owner. Not likely to be a problem as site fenced.

AFTER YOUR VISIT
Hopefully, after your visit with us, you will be inspired to take action within your own school
community to improve the biodiversity of your playground. Or, maybe you would like to form
your own conservation group within the school and champion a species yourselves. There are
many endangered species that need our help, like; Hedgehogs, Starlings or Bees.
There are loads of things you could do in class to reflect upon your experience with Eadha. You
could write a piece of creative writing, imagining a world where trees have become extinct from
our planet, or a world where the Dinosaurs came back!
You could design a wildlife area in your school, using all the skills you have as class, some of you
will good at drawing? Some of you will be good at research? Who would be good at building?
Who could keep an eye on the cost? Who would be good at telling the school about it?
In days past, groves of trees were considered to be sacred places of worship and meditation.
Maybe you would like to plant your own Aspen grove in your school grounds or in your local
area. This would be a fantastic resource for future outdoor learning. From planning to growing,
there are brilliant links to numeracy, through to health and wellbeing. (See Apendix 2)
Bring a camera along to take pictures of your visit, then use them create a presentation of your
visit. Or create a collage or piece of art using your photos.
We love to keep in touch with all the schools we work with. Please let us know what you’ve been
up to through our Facebook page.

FEEDBACK FORM
We strive to provide a consistently high standard of delivery. Your feedback is an integral part of
achieving and maintaining these standards. Thank you for taking the time to complete this form.
Please rate the following aspects of your experience with us.
Excellent

Very
Good

Good

Satisfactory

Ease of booking
and communication
Organisation and
Timing
Links to the
Curriculum
Quality and
enthusiasm of
teaching
Value for money
Supporting
resources/Follow
up work
Was there an aspect of your visit that you felt went particularly well?

Was there an aspect of your visit that you felt could have been improved? If so, how?

Please return to:

Eadha Enterprises
Square House, Harvey Square, Lochwinnoch, PA12 4HE
Email: contact@eadha.co.uk

Unsatisfactory

